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Revealing Heaven II Kat Kerr 2011-02 Revealing Heaven II takes you further into the mysteries of God and continues to unveil His home-- heaven. You will
visit more amazing mansions, find out why God allows your pets to go there and learn about Higher Education. Kat also tells of the time when the Father
caught her up to His throne and revealed His heart to His people. Kat exposes the enemy's plans and shares how to create a habitation for Heaven in your
home.
Imagine Heaven John Burke 2015-10-13 It's obvious from the bookshelves and the big screen that heaven is on everyone's mind. All of us long to know
what life after death will be like. Bestselling author John Burke is no exception. For decades, he has been studying accounts of people who have had neardeath experiences (NDEs). While not every detail of individual NDEs correlate with Scripture, Burke shows how the common experiences shared by
thousands of survivors clearly point to the God of the Bible and the exhilarating picture of heaven he promises. Imagine Heaven is an inspirational journey
through the Bible's picture of heaven, colored in with the real-life stories of heaven's wonders. Burke compares gripping stories of NDEs to what Scripture
says about our biggest questions of heaven: Will I be myself? Will I see friends and loved ones? What will it look like? What is God like? What will we do
forever? What about children and pets? This book will propel readers into an experience that will forever change their view of the life to come and the way
they live life today. It also tackles the tough questions of heavenly reward and hellish NDEs. Anyone interested in NDEs or longing to imagine heaven more
clearly will enjoy this fascinating and hope-filled book.
People I Met at the Gates of Heaven Don Piper 2018-11-06 This is the book you've been waiting for! Picking up where bestselling 90 Minutes in Heaven
left off, Don Piper reveals for the first time the sacred, intimate details of the people who met him at the gates of heaven and the profound impact they had
on his faith on earth. In this incredible follow-up to his eight-million-copy bestseller, 90 Minutes in Heaven, Don Piper shares untold stories about his
encounters with people who greeted him at the gates of heaven, and offers powerful insights about the way for us to live our lives on earth. Don Piper's
unforgettable account of a horrific car accident that took his life, and what happened next has riveted more than eight million readers. Something happened
as he shared his story in the years since. Not only did Piper realize he had more to tell, he had yet to share the most sacred and intimate details of his time
in heaven about the people who met him at the gates. "I have never left a speaking engagement without people wanting to know more," he said in THE
PEOPLE I MET IN HEAVEN, Piper takes readers deeper into his experience, which includes never-before-told encounters with the people who met him
when he arrived in heaven-those who helped him on his journey that led to the entrance to God's heavenly home. Even more, Piper recounts the majesty of
heaven and the glorious reunion that awaits us there. He offers practical insights, inspiration, and a challenging call that while we're on earth we need to
obey Jesus' command to "go and make disciples of all nations."
Heaven for Kids Randy Alcorn 2012-01-27 In a language kids can understand, Randy Alcorn explores Biblical answers to the questions kids often have about
heaven. As in the adult title, Heaven, he addresses the difference between the present Heaven, where we go when we die, and the New Earth, where we will
live forever with Jesus after he returns. Intended for kids age 8-12, Heaven for Kids is sure to be an excellent resource for families, especially those in which
the parents have read the adult title and wish to pass on that same level of understanding to their children. The book features ten chapters of questions, and
answers based on scripture and written in a style relevant to today's kids. The book also has a summary of the Gospel for those who want to be sure they are
going to Heaven someday. Randy encourages kids to live “in Light of Heaven.”
Passport to Heaven Micah Wilder 2021-06-01 “You have a call, Elder Wilder.” When missionary Micah Wilder set his sights on bringing a Baptist
congregation into the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, he had no idea that he was the one about to be changed. Yet when he finally came to know
the God of the Bible, Micah had no choice but to surrender himself—no matter the consequences. For a passionate young Mormon who had grown up in the
Church, finding authentic faith meant giving up all he knew: his community, his ambitions, and his place in the world. Yet as Micah struggled to reconcile
the teachings of his Church with the truths revealed in the Bible, he awakened to his need for God’s grace. This led him to be summoned to the door of the
mission president, terrified but confident in the testimony he knew could cost him everything. Passport to Heaven is a gripping account of Micah’s
surprising journey from living as a devoted member of a religion based on human works to embracing the divine mercy and freedom that can only be found
in Jesus Christ.
Chronicles of the Sacred Mountain Perry F. Stone 2015-08-01
Heaven Revealed Paul P. Enns 2011-03-01 There are so many questions in life, but few are as universal as this: "What is the afterlife like?" For those who
have put their hope and trust in Jesus Christ here on earth, heaven awaits. Addressing questions as basic as What will we do there? and What is it like?,
theologian Dr. Paul Enns dives deep into the Scriptures while reflecting on the very personal nature of what is to come. Heaven Revealed is a helpful, easyto-read guidebook for Christians as well as an encouragement for those of us who are left here on earth after our Christian loved ones fall asleep in the
Lord. Follow along as Dr. Enns succinctly leads you through what the Bible has to say about heaven. In grief, we all need hope—hope for our loved ones who
are now gone, and hope for ourselves as eternity looms closer. Heaven should be something to look forward to, not something to be confused about.
Life After Heaven Steven R. Musick 2017-03-07 After a deadly medical mistake sent a navy sailor to the presence of Jesus, he returned from his near-death
experience with new eyes to see the kingdom of heaven in this life. Now he wants to help you experience heaven on earth today. For years Steve Musick
kept his amazing story to himself, afraid no one would believe or understand it. A major allergic reaction had stopped his heart, hurling him into a five-week
coma and a powerful experience of heaven. After returning to life, he couldn’t forget the memory of that vibrant place—and, most of all, the loving words
and touch of Jesus. But that was only the beginning. An amazing series of miracles, dreams, and other supernatural events had been set in motion, showing
Steve that heaven was close, even in this life. God was calling him to discover echoes of heaven in the here and now—echoes that can happen at any
moment, to anyone—that bring overwhelming joy. At last Steve is ready to tell the story of his journey of a lifetime—two lifetimes. In it you’ll learn the secret
of bringing heaven to earth in your everyday world, and how to nurture a relationship with God so real and intimate that you’ll feel his nearness as strongly
as Steven did. Experience one man’s incredible vision of heaven—and learn how you can live in God’s presence and power today.
Hosting the Presence Bill Johnson 2012-05-15 Let the Spirit live inside you! Are you hungry for an encounter with Jesus? Do you want to make an impact
on the world? In this power-packed book, Bill Johnson discusses how you can be a person who hosts the Presence of God. Though all believers obviously
have the Spirit of God within them, there is more that enables you to be so full that you overflow His Spirit into your world. Take a journey and meet many
great prophets and kings from the Old Testament who were known as people of the Presence—people who, in Johnson’s words, “God wanted to be with.” In
this succinct and powerful book, Johnson encourages you toward a pursuit of the Presence of God above all else. In this book, you will discover: How to pay
attention to the Holy Spirit and respond to Him. How the Holy Spirit manifests Himself. Biblical figures who were hungry for more of God’s Spirit and
learned to host Him. Stories of Presence-filled revivalists and personal encounters with the Presence! Bill Johnson writes: “We are enabled to partner with
the Kingdom of Heaven and see it released here on earth! The Presence of God within us will bring reformation to the world around us—encountering a
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loving God!” Host more of Him today!
Revealing Heaven John W. Price 2013-02-19 In Revealing Heaven, Reverend John W. Price makes the case for how near-death experiences can be gifts from
God and are fully compatible with Christian spirituality and the Bible. As a pastor open to near-death experiences, he has heard more than 200 personal
accounts of this phenomena. Todd Burpo's bestelling book Heaven Is for Real, the story of a young child’s near-death experience, has validated the existence
of heaven and of God for many. Yet there are Christians who remain uncomfortable with the idea of near-death experiences; they wonder if these events are
in line with the Bible and Christian teaching. In Revealing Heaven: The Christian Case for Near-Death Experiences, Reverend Price shares compelling
testimonies that prove that Christians can not only trust near-death experiences as valid and consistent with Biblical teaching, but he demonstrates how
they can help us understand death, grief, and what happens after this life is over, and provides ample reasons for us to be open to these amazing stories and
to hope for what we’ve always dreamed about.
The First Phone Call from Heaven Mitch Albom 2013 The story of a small town on Lake Michigan that gets worldwide attention when its citizens start
receiving phone calls from the afterlife. Is it the greatest miracle ever or a massive hoax? Sully Harding, a grief-stricken single father, is determined to find
out.
Revealing Revelation Amir Tsarfati 2022-05-03 Tour the Final Book of the Bible Revelation was written because God wants us to know what the future
holds. For Christians, the prophetic truths within provide wisdom, reassurance, and discernment—while for unbelievers, Revelation is a plea to receive
God’s grace while there is still time. Bestselling author Amir Tsarfati examines what Revelation makes known about the end times and beyond. Guided by
accessible teaching that lets Scripture speak for itself, you’ll take a closer look at the timeline of what believers and nonbelievers will experience before,
during, and after the tribulation plan that the Lord has specifically prepared for the people of Israel in the end times encouragements, challenges, and
warnings Jesus Himself gave to prepare us for His return Revealing Revelation provides an eye-opening look at what lies ahead for every person in the end
times—either in heaven or on earth. Are you prepared for what is to come?
The Most Revealing Book of the Bible: Making Sense Out of Revelation Vernard Eller 1974
Revealing Heaven Kat Kerr 2007-05 "Caught up by the Spirit of God, taken on tours of Heaven and now commissioned to reveal the truth and give hope for
eternity."--page 4 of cover.
The True and Only Heaven: Progress and Its Critics Christopher Lasch 1991-09-17 Examines two opposing world-views of progress within Western
civilization
The Five People You Meet in Heaven Mitch Albom 2007-04-01 Eddie is a wounded war veteran, an old man who has lived, in his mind, an uninspired life.
His job is fixing rides at a seaside amusement park. On his 83rd birthday, a tragic accident kills him, as he tries to save a little girl from a falling cart. He
awakes in the afterlife, where he learns that heaven is not a destination. It's a place where your life is explained to you by five people, some of whom you
knew, others who may have been strangers. One by one, from childhood to soldier to old age, Eddie's five people revisit their connections to him on earth,
illuminating the mysteries of his "meaningless" life, and revealing the haunting secret behind the eternal question: "Why was I here?"
Cry to Heaven Anne Rice 1995-04-01 In a sweeping saga of music and vengeance, the acclaimed author of The Vampire Chronicles draws readers into
eighteenth-century Italy, bringing to life the decadence beneath the shimmering surface of Venice, the wild frivolity of Naples, and the magnetic terror of its
shadow, Vesuvius. This is the story of the castrati, the exquisite and otherworldly sopranos whose graceful bodies and glorious voices win the adulation of
royal courts and grand opera houses throughout Europe. These men are revered as idols—and, at the same time, scorned for all they are not. Praise for
Anne Rice and Cry to Heaven “Daring and imaginative . . . [Anne] Rice seems like nothing less than a magician: It is a pure and uncanny talent that can give
a voice to monsters and angels both.”—The New York Times Book Review “To read Anne Rice is to become giddy as if spinnning through the mind of
time.”—San Francisco Chronicle “If you surrender and go with her . . . you have surrendered to enchantment, as in a voluptuous dream.”—The Boston Globe
“Rice is eerily good at making the impossible seem self-evident.”—Time
Heaven is for Real Deluxe Edition Todd Burpo 2011-10-31 #1 New York Times best-seller with more than 11 million copies sold and Amazon’s #17 bestselling book of all time. Heaven Is for Real was the best-selling non-fiction book of 2011 as reported by Nielsen’s Bookscan, and was developed as a major
motion picture by Sony in 2014. “Do you remember the hospital, Colton?” Sonja said. “Yes, mommy, I remember,” he said. “That’s where the angels sang to
me.” When Colton Burpo made it through an emergency appendectomy, his family was overjoyed at his miraculous survival. What they weren’t expecting,
though, was the story that emerged in the months that followed—a story as beautiful as it was extraordinary, detailing their little boy’s trip to heaven and
back. Colton, not yet four years old, told his parents he left his body during the surgery–and authenticated that claim by describing exactly what his parents
were doing in another part of the hospital while he was being operated on. He talked of visiting heaven and relayed stories told to him by people he met
there whom he had never met in life, sharing events that happened even before he was born. He also astonished his parents with descriptions and obscure
details about heaven that matched the Bible exactly, though he had not yet learned to read. With disarming innocence and the plainspoken boldness of a
child, Colton tells of meeting long-departed family members. He describes Jesus, the angels, how “really, really big” God is, and how much God loves us.
Retold by his father, but using Colton’s uniquely simple words, Heaven Is for Real offers a glimpse of the world that awaits us, where as Colton says,
“Nobody is old and nobody wears glasses.” Heaven Is for Real will forever change the way you think of eternity, offering the chance to see, and believe, like
a child. Continue the Burpos story in Heaven Changes Everything: The Rest of Our Story. Heaven Is for Real also is available in Spanish, El cielo es real.
Queen of Heaven Lilla Grindlay 2018-09-30 The belief that the Virgin Mary was bodily assumed to be crowned as heaven’s Queen has been celebrated in
the liturgy and literature of England since the fifth century. The upheaval of the Reformation brought radical changes in the beliefs surrounding the
assumption and coronation, both of which were eliminated from state-approved liturgy. Queen of Heaven examines canonical as well as obscure images of
the Blessed Mother that present fresh evidence of the incompleteness of the English Reformation. Through an analysis of works by writers such as Edmund
Spenser, Henry Constable, Sir John Harington, and the writers of the early modern rosary books, which were contraband during the Reformation, Grindlay
finds that these images did not simply disappear during this time as lost “Catholic” symbols, but instead became sources of resistance and controversy,
reflecting the anxieties triggered by the religious changes of the era. Grindlay’s study of the Queen of Heaven affords an insight into England’s religious
pluralism, revealing a porousness between medieval and early modern perspectives toward the Virgin and dispelling the notion that Catholic and Protestant
attitudes on the subject were completely different. Grindlay reveals the extent to which the potent and treasured image of the Queen of Heaven was
impossible to extinguish and remained of widespread cultural significance. Queen of Heaven will appeal to an academic audience, but its fresh,
uncomplicated style will also engage intelligent, well-informed readers who have an interest in the Virgin Mary and in English Reformation history.
A Rabbi Looks at the Supernatural Jonathan Bernis 2016-11-01 Messianic Rabbi and Popular TV Host Explores the Supernatural Messianic Rabbi Jonathan
Bernis is known for exploring crucial topics, such as Jesus of Nazareth and the end times, from a unique and truly fascinating viewpoint. Here he does it
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again as he delves into the realm of the supernatural. Drawing from both Old and New Testaments, Bernis addresses seven specific areas--or "dualities"--of
confusion and doubt for many Christians, offering a sound biblical perspective on topics including · Good and evil: If God is so powerful, how did the devil
get so strong? · Sickness and healing: If God is a healer, why are people still sick? · Heaven and hell: Are these places real? Who goes where? · And more!
Through it all, Rabbi Bernis reveals the heart of a faithful God, encouraging you to embrace His supernatural working in your own life with confidence.
Why I Love the Apostle Paul John Piper 2019-01-17 “Besides Jesus, no one has kept me from despair, or taken me deeper into the mysteries of the gospel,
than the apostle Paul.” —John Piper No one has had a greater impact on the world for eternal good than the apostle Paul—except Jesus himself. For John
Piper, this impact is very personal. He does not just admire and trust Paul. He loves him. Piper gives us thirty glimpses into why his heart and mind respond
this way. Can a Christian-killer really endure 195 lashes from a heart of love? Can a mystic who thinks he was caught up into heaven be a model of lucid
rationality? Can an ethnocentric Jew write the most beautiful call to reconciliation? Can a person who lives with the unceasing anguish of empathy be always
rejoicing? Can a man’s description of the horrors of human sin be exceeded by his delight in human splendor? Can a man with a backbone of steel be as
tender as a nursing mother? If we know this man—if we see what Piper sees—we too will love him. Paul’s testimony is a matter of life and death. Piper
invites you into his relationship with Paul in the hope that you will know life, forever.
Angels 80 Facts & Answers Robin Bremer 2016-09-23 Angels are everywhere and work in all of our lives. The supernatural realm of angels is one of
fascination since time began.This book is for anyone interested in the supernatural. You will discover wonderful things about angels.Some of the information
is from the scriptures and some is from Kat Kerr who has been to heaven thousands of times shares her answers with us about heaven as per my blog
interview with her.
That All Shall Be Saved David Bentley Hart 2019-09-24 A stunning reexamination of one of the essential tenets of Christian belief from one of the most
provocative and admired writers on religion today The great fourth‑century church father Basil of Caesarea once observed that, in his time, most Christians
believed that hell was not everlasting, and that all would eventually attain salvation. But today, this view is no longer prevalent within Christian
communities. In this momentous book, David Bentley Hart makes the case that nearly two millennia of dogmatic tradition have misled readers on the crucial
matter of universal salvation. On the basis of the earliest Christian writings, theological tradition, scripture, and logic, Hart argues that if God is the good
creator of all, he is the savior of all, without fail. And if he is not the savior of all, the Kingdom is only a dream, and creation something considerably worse
than a nightmare. But it is not so. There is no such thing as eternal damnation; all will be saved. With great rhetorical power, wit, and emotional range, Hart
offers a new perspective on one of Christianity's most important themes.
Answers to Your Questions about Heaven David Jeremiah 2015-01-16 Is heaven a literal place? What does it look like? What will we do all day? Will
there be angels there? We all have questions about what heaven will be like. Fortunately, Scripture is filled with helpful information about our future
home—we just have to know where to look. Dr. David Jeremiah has spent a lifetime studying what the Bible has to say about heaven, and now in Answers to
Your Questions about Heaven, he has done just that—provided answers to your most pressing questions about heaven, angels, and eternity in a
straightforward, easy-to-understand, biblically based book. A perfect gift for friends and family and a handy resource to keep on your own shelf, this
handsome little book will ignite your imagination and whet your appetite for all the amazing experiences that await!
Revealing the Healer Yvon Attia 2020-11-17 You can heal like Jesus did. When she was six years old, Yvon Attia fell out of a three-story building in Cairo,
Egypt. In a dramatic encounter with Jesus, she was divinely healed. Today, as a healing minister, she teaches on Divine healing with the authority of a
practitioner, not a theorist. Yvon believes that if Jesus is our example for the Christian life, then all believers are called to release healing power, just like
Jesus. In Revealing the Healer, she offers: Inspiration and encouragement through amazing miracle stories. A simple, biblical method for walking in divine
healing. An invitation to exercise your Kingdom authority for healing. Clarity on common hindrances to healing. Teaching on healing through the laying on
of hands, communion, spoken words, and more. Revelation on the secret to Jesus healing ministry. Healing is your destiny both to receive and release! Learn
to walk in the footsteps of The Healer today!
A Piece of Heaven Angel Lawson 2019-04-04 No good deed goes unpunished.I learned that lesson the hard way when I agreed to helping my friend Justin
with a favor.My platonic friend Justin.A favor that helped him with his reputation but turned mine into the trending topic at my school. In a matter of days I
go from quiet, nobody to school slut. The problem with that? I'm still a virgin.The whispers, the stares and the constant gossip could bring me down but I'm
tired of hiding in the dark, covering up my anxiety and being alone. I decide to take on the bullies and find a few surprising allies along the way; the
Allendale Four.Oliver, Anderson, Jackson and Hayden make up this tight-knit circle of friends and they make it their mission to protect my reputation, my
heart and my soul.For the first time I'm not alone and I'm not afraid, but will the closed-minded town of Allendale accept our relationship? Please note a
Piece of Heaven is a contemporary young adult, Why Choose novel that deals first love, the hardships of high school; including the topics of bullying, social
issues and self-harm.
100 Days in Heaven James A Durham 2013-07 We are living under an open Heaven and the Lord has made it a two way path. In one direction, He is
pouring out abundant blessings, provisions, and spiritual gifts to equip the saints in these last days. Are you ready to receive what He is pouring out? The
other direction of flow is that He is inviting more and more people to visit in the Third Heaven to be trained and equipped for ministry in the coming season.
Are you ready to be invited up into heavenly places? "Let us therefore come boldly to the throne of grace that we may obtain mercy and find grace to help in
time of need." (Hebrews 4:16) James Durham: After serving as a pastor for more than 45 years, including 13 years as a pastor and church planter and
almost 30 years as an active duty army Chaplain, James retired from the military at the rank of Colonel. In 2010, James and his wife, Gloria, retired from the
pastoral ministry and moved to Columbia, South Carolina in order to write, teach seminars around the world, and mentor many spiritual sons and
daughters. James is a graduate of Oklahoma State University with a Bachelor's Degree in Psychology; Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist
University, Dallas, Texas with a Master's degree in Theology.
The Great Hope Ellen G. White 2012
Visits to Heaven and Back: Are They Real? Mark Hitchcock 2015-02-19 What will heaven really be like? Today’s bestseller lists are filled with stories of
those who have claimed to experienced heaven firsthand. Curiosity about what will happen after we die is as strong as ever in the twenty-first century. Yet,
each book contains a different story about what we will experience in heaven. What are we to believe? What is true? In Visits to Heaven and Back: Are They
Real? Mark Hitchcock, a respected Bible teacher, sorts out the facts. He chronicles the recent phenomenon of “heaven” books, comparing and contrasting
the ideas presented in these books and revealing the discrepancies and contradictions. Then, Mark turns to the Bible, laying out clearly the teachings about
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heaven and experiences in this life of another world. The Bible does reveal that there is a world beyond this one, but it also contains clear warnings and
amazing promises. Discover today God’s clear and certain promises concerning heaven.
Revelation 1999-01-01 The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images
and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an introduction
by Will Self.
The Rapture Exposed Barbara R. Rossing 2005-07-06 The author, a professor of theology and ordained minister, argues that Revelation does not predict a
seven-year tribulation, nor a rapture of Christians. Rather, it offers a vision of God's healing love for the world.
Revelations from Heaven Randy Kay 2021-09-21 What was it like to be face to face with Jesus? What does Heaven look like? And what did Randy Kay learn
from his afterlife encounter? As a human development researcher, medical advisor, and director of clinical support, Randy Kay was not given to fantastical
ideas about the spirit realm or embellished divine encounters. But after clinically dying in the hospital, Randy Kay had a life-changing afterlife experience
with Jesus in Heaven. In his first book, Dying to Meet Jesus, Randy shared this experience, but not the supernatural insights and profound discoveries he
received. Now, Randy senses a timely assignment from the Holy Spirit to answer the question so many readers have asked: what did you learn while you
were in Heaven? In Revelations from Heaven, Randy leads you into a heavenly encounter of your own, revealing 31 revelations that God is unveiling to you.
These insights include Emboldened Prayer: A biblical perspective on encounters in Heaven and how they embolden our prayer lives. Conversations with
Jesus: Insights that were exchanged while Randy communicated with Jesus in Heaven. Angelic and Demonic Activity: How there is a very real, invisible
realm battling over the souls of humanity. Race and Ethnicity in Heaven: In eternity, how do people see one another and how does God see them? The
Sights, Sounds, and Senses of Heaven: In Heaven, the five senses are enhanced and there are new senses that earthly language cannot explain. Heavens
Perspective on Sadness and Grief: How tears are kept and collected in bottles. The Difference Between Paradise and Heaven: When a believer dies, where
do they really go? Take hold of the amazing truths that Heaven has released through Randys incredible experience, and see for yourself the powerful lifechange that can accompany Revelations from Heaven.
Christ in His Sanctuary Ellen G. White 2021-08-26 Christ in his Sanctuary is the first book of a series called "Ellen G. White books on Salvation". This volume
examine the foundation of the sanctuary and the doctrine of the 2,300 days of Daniel 8:14. Excellent compilation and now in a BIG PRINT EDITION (A4)
(15pt). **Complete text, No inclusive language.
The Glory of Heaven John MacArthur 2013 This pastor and bestselling author dispels secular myths and opens hearts to the reassuring truths about heaven,
angels, and the afterlife with this thorough study of Scripture's references to these topics.
Revealing Heaven John W. Price 2013-02-19 Can Christians Trust Talesfrom Heaven? Yes! Millions have read the testimonies of those who have been to
heaven and returned. But what do these stories mean for Christians? How do they fit with what the Bible teaches? What do they say about who goes to
heaven? Debate has raged throughout the church about whether we should trust these testimonies, since they don't always align with what we think the
Bible teaches. Reverend John Price, a pastor who has been a pioneer in integrating near-death accounts into ministry, surveys the Bible and Christian
doctrines to discover that these firsthand accounts of encounters with God are fully compatible with Christian spirituality. Price began his ministry not
believing in heaven. In Revealing Heaven, after hearing over two hundred accounts of near-death experiences, Price narrates the stories of those who
helped change his mind and now makes a case not only for why Christians can trust near-death accounts but for why we should treat these amazing stories
as precious gifts from God.
Up to Heaven and Down to Hell Colin Jerolmack 2021-04-20 A riveting portrait of a rural Pennsylvania town at the center of the fracking controversy Shale
gas extraction—commonly known as fracking—is often portrayed as an energy revolution that will transform the American economy and geopolitics. But in
greater Williamsport, Pennsylvania, fracking is personal. Up to Heaven and Down to Hell is a vivid and sometimes heartbreaking account of what happens
when one of the most momentous decisions about the well-being of our communities and our planet—whether or not to extract shale gas and oil from the
very land beneath our feet—is largely a private choice that millions of ordinary people make without the public's consent. The United States is the only
country in the world where property rights commonly extend "up to heaven and down to hell," which means that landowners have the exclusive right to
lease their subsurface mineral estates to petroleum companies. Colin Jerolmack spent eight months living with rural communities outside of Williamsport as
they confronted the tension between property rights and the commonwealth. In this deeply intimate book, he reveals how the decision to lease brings
financial rewards but can also cause irreparable harm to neighbors, to communal resources like air and water, and even to oneself. Up to Heaven and Down
to Hell casts America’s ideas about freedom and property rights in a troubling new light, revealing how your personal choices can undermine your
neighbors’ liberty, and how the exercise of individual rights can bring unintended environmental consequences for us all.
For the Strength of Youth The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints 1966 OUR DEAR YOUNG MEN AND YOUNG WOMEN, we have great confidence
in you. You are beloved sons and daughters of God and He is mindful of you. You have come to earth at a time of great opportunities and also of great
challenges. The standards in this booklet will help you with the important choices you are making now and will yet make in the future. We promise that as
you keep the covenants you have made and these standards, you will be blessed with the companionship of the Holy Ghost, your faith and testimony will
grow stronger, and you will enjoy increasing happiness.
Hearing Ear Learning Larry Lea 1990-05
Revealing Heaven Kat Kerr 2010 Revealing Heaven II takes you further into the mysteries of God and continues to unveil His home-- heaven. You will visit
more amazing mansions, find out why God allows your pets to go there and learn about Higher Education. Kat also tells of the time when the Father caught
her up to His throne and revealed His heart to His people. Kat exposes the enemy's plans and shares how to create a habitation for Heaven in your home.
The Glory Now Revealed Andrew M. Davis 2021-10-19 Believers know that when we die we enter heaven and will spend eternity there with God and the
saints who have gone before us. But what actually happens in heaven? What are we going to be doing there? Won't it get boring at some point? According to
Scripture, a large part of our experience of heaven will be a continual revealing of God's glory. Not just his glory in the moment, but during all of time. The
mysteries of providence, the hidden movements of God throughout history, and the forgotten and unnoted works of even the most obscure of God's people
will be unveiled so that we can see how wise, loving, gracious, and powerful our God is. And though we will experience perfection in heaven, we will never
be omniscient, which means we will always be learning more about God's glory, inspiring us to return joyful praise and thanksgiving. If your vision of heaven
has been limited to clouds and harps and angels, it's time to expand that view with the truth found in this biblically based look at the afterlife.
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